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SAFETY LINE

TUFF GUARD SAFETY RAIL (Model TGR/TGP)
 

 

DG48-3

BOLLARD (Model SRB)

RACK GUARD (Model RG)

Bluff Manufacturing Safety Barrier Equipment
Improve plant and warehouse safety by reducing the costs associated with employee injury, machinery 
down-time, insurance claims and building repairs due to accidental collisions.

MACHINE GUARD (Model MG)

 

POST PROTECTORS (Model PO)

MODULAR PROTECTIVE 
BARRIER (Model MPB)

PIPE GUARD (Model PG)
 

 

BOLT-ON BULLNOSE POST 
PROTECTORS (Model CPBN)

DG48-3 DG

Model DG
DOOR TRACK GUARD 

BOLT-ON POST PROTECTOR
(Model CP)

Protection rated for 10,000 lbs. at 6 mph. 
Structural steel square tubing posts 
manufactured with 5/8” thick steel. Rails 
lengths up to 12’. Standard post heights 
18” and 42”. Hardware included. 

Protect overhead door tracks from damage. 
Wrap-around track design allow for free door 
operation. 3/16” thick steel with a ½” thick 
steel base plate. Can be bolted to floor and 
wall (fasteners not included).

A smaller lighter option allows for a 
tighter fit around columns. Base is 
¼” thick steel. Can also be used as a 
corner protector.

Lift-out rail design allows access 
to areas quickly and safely. 
Simple to install or cut custom 
sizes in the field. 42” double rail 
meets OSHA guidelines for rail 
protectors for pedestrian traffic. 
Installation hardware not included.

Helps eliminate damage to plumbing, 
mechanical and electrical equipment 
mounted to building columns. Wall-mount 
and column-mount styles available. 
Fasteners not included.

Wrap-around feature protects 
rack from front and aisle damage. 
Hardware kits sold separately.

Fully welded unit creates 
barriers between traffic areas 
and valuable machinery. Quick, 
easy installation

Protects personnel and 
machinery. Simple bolt 
installation – no concrete work 
required. Hardware included.

Various thickness and height 
protection available. Customizable 
for your posts. Fasteners not 
included.

Maximizes aisle space by 
bolting directly to column. No 
base plate to interfere. Perfect 
for reinforcing damaged posts. 
Customizable.

Tapered design protects rack 
posts from costly damage from 
warehouse vehicles. Bolts directly 
to column for easy installation. 
Different heights and thicknesses 
available.
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Eyewash Safety Kit
Kit includes MPB barrier and green 
safety mat in an easy-to-install combo 
kit (excludes plumbing fixtures. 
Prevents slips, establishes an OSHA-
required safety barrier, is completely 
recyclable and customizable.

Speedy Board Model SB
Dock board available in 10K, 
13K or 15K capacity. Efficient 
placement that allows forklift 
operator to stay inside the 
safety cage during placement 
and retrieval.

Safety Cage Model SG
Welded, all-steel man cage with OSHA 
rail height of 42”. Welded ladder and 
fork pockets for secure lift. Configuration 
customizable for your needs.

DuraSweeper® Model DS
Adjustable snow removal 
system brushes snow off the 
tops of trucks and buses. 
Keeps highways safer and 
visibility clear while reducing 
truck owners’ liability. Fines are 
imposed in many northern snow 
states for snow covered roofs.

Slab Handling Equipment 
Model AFRAME
Heavy duty A-Frame support for 
display or transportation of heavy 
slabs such as granite. Designed 
with maximum safety measures.

Kegflow Racks Model Kegflow
Welded steel racks 
customized to your shelving 
hold sixer kegs. Allows for 
more ergonomic storage, 
getting kegs off the floor 
which can create a hazard.

Railboards Model R
Dock boards are unsafe for rail cars, so use a 
railboard for unloading rail cars. Safety rings 
lock board in place, 
while heavy duty 
box construction 
underneath provides 
additional support.

Stairways and Ladders 
Optimize your efficiency while 
meeting all required OSHA and 
ANSI regulations to protect 
your workers. Bluff can help 
you design the best fit for your 
operation.

Red Pin Steel Dock Board Model C
Capacities from 15,000 
to 40,000 lbs.  Dual pin 
locking system for difficult 
or angled trailer-to-dock 
positioning.  Maintains 
safety while allowing for 
flexibility in docking.  All-
welded steel construction.

Gas Cylinder Pallets
Designed of steel for durability and 
stability.  Design can be customized 
to safely secure for transportation.  
Detailed cut-out logo available to 
help prevent loss.


